


































































































































































































































































The US Must*Prepare*for*a*Cyber*‘Day After’
• During)the)height)of)the)Cold)War,)the)U.S.)had)plans)for)the)“day)after”)a)massive)nuclear)strike:)
B How)to)assure)continuity)of)the)government
B How)to)get)transportation)and)communications)back)online
B How)to)put)hard)currency)back)into)circulation)and)begin)regenerating)the)economy
• U.S.)government)has)warned)that)foreign)nations)have)been)hacking)our)critical)infrastructure)
and)inserting)malware)that)could)sabotage)dams,)pipelines,)water)supplies,)or)even)
transportation)systems
B We)currently)have)no)reconstitution)plans)for)a)cataclysmic)cyber)event
• Continuity)of)the)Economy,)or COTE,)plan)
B Ensure)that)critical)data)and)technology)would)be)available)to)get)the)economy)back)up)and)running)after)a)
catastrophic)cyberattack
B Planners)must)figure)out)what)“seed)data”)would)need)to)be)preserved)in)a)protected)and)verified)format,)with)a)
process)to)assure)no)corruption)or manipulation
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Conclusions
• Combination,,connection,and,integration,of,systems,and,infrastructures,are,
fundamental,to,a,city,being,smart,
7 Greater,possibility,that,things,can,go,wrong
7 More,vulnerable,it,is,to,different,types,of,risk
• Technology,alone,won’t,solve,trust,problems,
7 Technology:,change,and,upgrade,technological,tools,to,improve,services,and,create,conditions,
where,the,tools,can,be,better,used,
7 Organization:,managerial,and,organizational,capabilities,for,effective,use,of,technological,tools,
and,conditions,for,their,use
7 Policy:,address,institutional,and,non7technical,urban,problems,and,create,conditions,that,
enable,a,smart,city
• Need,a,holistic,approach,to,trusting,smart,cities.,to,overcome,the,adverse,impact,of,
siloed,organizational,structures,
